has been proposed as a method to effectively induct if-then rules from the decision table. The method was studied independently of the conventional rough sets methods. This paper summarizes the basic concept of STRIM, considers the relationship between STRIM and conventional methods, especially VPRS (Variable Precision Rough Set), and shows that STRIM develops the notion of VPRS into a statistical principle. In a simulation experiment, we also consider the condition that STRIM inducts the true rules specified in advance, as such conditions have not yet been studied, even in VPRS. Examination of the conditions is very important if STRIM is properly applied to a set of real-world data set.
INTRODUCTION
Rough Sets theory as introduced by Pawlak [1] provides a database called the decision table, with various methods of inducting if-then rules and determining the structure of rating and/or knowledge in the database. Such rule induction methods are needed for disease diagnosis systems, discrimination problems, decision problems, and other aspects, and consequently many effective algorithms for rule induction by rough sets have reported to date [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, these methods and algorithms have paid little attention to mechanisms of generating the database, and have generally focused on logical analysis of the given database. This seems to narrow the scope of the analysis. In a previous study [8] we devised a model of data generation for the database, and proposed a statistical rule induction method and an algorithm named STRIM. In a simulation experiment based on the model of the data generation with if-then rules specified in advance, STRIM successfully inducted the specified true rules from different databases generated from the same specified rules [8] . In contrast, when conventional methods [4, 6, 7] were used, significant rules could barely be inducted, and different rule sets were inducted from different sample data sets with the same rules; i.e. using these methods results were highly dependent on the sample set.
This paper examines the principle of STRIM in more depth. Specifically, this paper briefly summarizes the procedures of the two stage STRIM process. The first stage finds rule candidates, and the second arranges these candidates. After summarizing them by use of an example simulation experiment, we then consider the relationship between the principle of rule induction in the first stage and that in the conventional method, especially in VPRS (Variable Precision Rough Set) [5] . STRIM was developed independently from the conventional rough set theory, and our results show that STRIM can be considered to develop the notion of VPRS into a statistical principle, by proving that the admissible classification error in VPRS corresponds to the significance level of the STRIM statistical test.
We further examine the validity of the second process and the arrangement by STRIM, based on a statistical model which clearly shows the standard of the arrangement. In contrast, that achieved by VPRS is shown to be not so clear, and the decision by the analyst studying the matter is required. Both considerations in the two processes are also illustrated by the results of the simulation experiment, and seem to be useful for understanding and/or interpreting the results when analyzing real-world data sets. Rough Sets theory is used for inducting if-then rules hidden  in the decision table S. S is conventionally denoted S=(U,  A=C∪D , V, ρ). Here, U={ u(i)| i=1,…,|U|=N} is a sample set, A is an attribute set, C={C(j)|j=1,…,|C|} is a condition attribute set, C(j) is a member of C and a condition attribute, and D is a decision attribute. V is a set of attribute values denoted by
II. DATA GENERATION MODEL AND DECISION TABLE
and is characterized by an information function
∈A (j=1,…,|C|) then Va={1,2,…,MC(j)} and if a=D then Va={1,2,…,MD}. Table 1 shows the example of |C|＝6， MC(j) ＝ 6 ， MD ＝ 6, ρ(x=u(1), a=C(1))=5, ρ(x=u(2), a=C(2))=5. STRIM considers the decision table to be a sample data set obtained from an input-output system including a rule box, as shown in Fig.1 , and a hypothesis regarding the decision attribute values, as shown in Table 2 where
by use of random numbers with a uniform distribution, and then u D (i) is determined by use of the rules specified in the rule box and the hypothesis. Table 1 is an example generated by this specification. The model of the data generation seems not to be so curious, when comparing with that in the real world. Inducting if-then rules from the decision table then identifies the rules in the rule box by use of the set of inputsoutput (u 
III. SUMMARIES OF RULE INDUCTION PROCEDURES BY STRIM
STRIM inducts if-then rules from the decision table through a two processes in separate stages. The first stage process is that of statistically discriminating and separating the set of indifferent data from the set of uniquely determined or conflicted data in the decision table (See Table 2 ).
as the condition part of the if-then rule and derive the set
generates the indifferent data set based on Hypothesis 2 in Table 2 , and the distribution f does not have partiality. On the contrary, if CP(k) satisfies either condition, f has partiality since u D (i) is determined by Hypothesis 1 or 3. Accordingly, whether f has partiality or not determines whether CP(k) assumed is a neither necessary nor sufficient condition. Whether f has partiality or not can be determined objectively by statistically testing the following null hypothesis H0 and its alternative hypothesis H1: H0: f does not have partiality. H1: f has partiality. Table 3 shows the number of examples of CP(k), ) ,..., , (
and an index of the partiality by z derived from Table 1 with N=10000, in order to illustrate this concept. For example, the first row means the following: 100000 denotes CP(k=1)=(C(1)=1) (the rule length is RL=1)and its corresponding f=(496,240,275, 238, 224,226) and z=12.52, where
) ,..., , max( (C(1)=1⋀C(2)=1) (RL=2), the 13-th (RL=3) is C(1)=1⋀C(2)=1⋀C(5)=1, and so on. Here, if we specify a standard of the significance level such as z≥z α =3.0 and reject H0, then the CP(k) assumed becomes a candidate for the rules in the rule box.
The second stage process is that of arranging the set of rule candidates derived from the first process, and finally estimating the rules in the rule box, since some candidates may satisfy the relationship: CP(ki) ⊇CP(kj) ⊇CP(kl)…. For example, in the case 100000⊃110000⊃110010 (see Table 3 ). The basic notion is to represent the CP(k) of the maximum z, that is, the maximum partiality. In the above example, STRIM selects the CP(k) of 110000, which by chance coincides with the rule specified in advance. Fig. 2 shows the STRIM algorithm [8] . Table 4 shows the estimated results for Table 1 with N=10000. STRIM inducts all of twelve rules specified in advance, and also one extra rule. However, there are clear differences between them in the indexes of accuracy and coverage. Another simulation experiment in other work [8] also showed that conventional methods such as LEM2 [4] and FDMM [6] [7] with lower approximation could barely induct the significant rules. The rules inducted by these methods were highly dependent on the sample set, but STRIM clearly resolved their problems. IV. STUDIES ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD AND STRIM The most basic strategy to induct the rules from a decision table is to use the inclusion relationship between the set derived by the condition attributes and the set by the decision attribute; many methods of achieving this have been proposed to date. Fig. 3 , for example, shows the wellknown LEM2 algorithm [4] and B at LN (Line No.)=0 is specified like B=U(d)= {u(i)|u D=d (i)} removing the conflicted data set. LEM2 with lower approximation derives CP(k), satisfying U(d) ⊇ U(CP(k)). In the figure, t corresponds to C(j k )=v C(jk) , [t] to U(t)={u(i)|u C=t (i)}, T to CP(k), and the final result τ to ⋁ k CP(k) is obtained by repeating from LN=3 to LN=16 until the condition U(d)=U(⋁ k CP(k)) is satisfied.
However, as previously shown [8] , LEM2 is likely to induct many sub-rules of their true rules with longer rule length, since it executes the algorithm until the condition U(d)=U(⋁ k CP(k)) is satisfied. In 1993 Zialko [5] introduced the variable precision rough set, which inducts CP(k) satisfying the following conditions:
where ε∈[0，1] is an admissible classification error, and acc is accuracy of the rule.
, a ε-lower approximation of VPRS, coincides with the ordinary lower approximation by ε=0, and adopts the rules with the high index of coverage defined by
; this can squeeze the above sub-rules. VPRS has been widely used for solving real-world problems, and a variety of modified VPRSs have been proposed [9] [10] [11] . However, the standard of adopting rules is not so clear. For example, (acc, cov) of CP(k=1), CP(k=5) and CP(13) in Table 3 are (0.281, 0.285), (0.857, 0.143) and (0.864, 0.0231) respectively. CP(k=13) should be adopted as the most accurate, CP(k=1) as the widest coverage, and CP(k=5) as the moderate index of both; however, this requires a decision by the analyst studying the matter. Moreover, no systematical algorithms of VPRS (such as LEM2) have been reported, since ε>0 makes it difficult to derive such an algorithm.
We now consider a CP(k) satisfying (2) . The greater part of the decision attribute value of the U(CP(k)) is now included in U(d), since the CP(k) satisfies (2) . Accordingly, the distribution of the decision attribute value of the U(CP(k)) has partiality in D=d, which coincides with the basic concept of STRIM. As shown in 3, STRIM statistically tests whether ) ,..., , ( (1) and the following relationship between ε and z α holds:
The covering index in VPRS also corresponds to the conditions p d n≧5 and n(1-p d ) ≧5 which are needed for testing in STRIM as sufficient evidence. In R(i=13) in Table  4 , substituting n=254, p d =1/6 and z α =3.0 for (4), ε≒1-1/6 and acc≧1-ε＝1/6=0.167, which satisfies acc=0.240 of R (i=13). There may be rule candidates satisfying relationships CP(ki) ⊃CP(kj)⊃CP(kl) … after the first stage process. STRIM selects the candidate with the maximum partiality in the relationship. Let us consider whether STRIM is assured of selecting the true rule in the rule box. Hereafter, CP(F) denotes the true rule in the rule box, and we assume that it satisfies the relationship CP(E)⊃CP(F)⊃CP(G) and has the maximum n d at d=1 like CP(E)="100000", CP(F)="110000" and CP(G)="110010" in Table 3 and the distribution f: ) ,..., , (
In the same way with regard to G, )≒5 holds, then STRIM selects not CP(E) but CP(F). We can confirm the validity of the consideration of this section in Table 3  and Table 4 . Especially, note that R (i=13) in Table4 does not satisfy the condition z≧5.0, and doubt of the inducted result thus arises. 1) VPRS uses the indexes of accuracy and coverage with an admissible error ε when it selects the candidates. The accuracy can be recognized as the index of the partiality of the distribution of the decision attribute values for the trying rule, which coincides with the idea of STRIM. The ε corresponds to the significance level by z α in STRIM. The coverage corresponds to the applicable condition for a statistical test by STRIM. However, VPRS does not have the objective standard of both indexes to select rule candidates, since to data the conventional methods do not view the decision table as a sample set obtained from its population.
2) STRIM provides statistical assurance for an analyst searching for the true rules under the proper conditions studied in 5, as the results can statistically show whether those rules inducted are true or not. In contrast, VPRS provides no such assurance, since it is not a method based on a data generating model, as is STRIM . TABLE IV.  RESULTS OF ESTIMATED RULES FOR THE DECISION TABLE IN TABLE 1 
